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Abstract. Lenticular displays are a promising form of autostereoscopic
technology and several products have recently been commercialized.
For lenticular displays, typically several views of a scene are acquired
from different viewpoints, or are generated by using depth information. If
the depth information of a scene is known, then it is possible to easily
generate several intermediate views simply by using the stereo image
pair and depth information. The paper presents a simple method to cor-
rect the lenticular alignment error by compensating the correction coef-
ficients to the viewpoint determination formula. For the realization of a
fast lenticular display and removal of image distortion and artifacts, the
proposed algorithm simultaneously performs intermediate floating-
pointview interpolation and multiplexing on the scanline using the left-
view and right-view images and depth information. Experimental results
show that lenticular images having considerably reduced distortion and
artifacts are generated by using the proposed algorithm. © 2007 Society of
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2802511�

Subject terms: 3D display; computer graphics; lenticular display; multiplexed
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Introduction

ecently, a considerable amount of research has been di-
ected toward the development of 3-D displays for aug-
enting reality and 3-D effects.1,2 3-D displays can be cat-

gorized into stereoscopic displays and autostereoscopic
isplays according to whether a viewer requires auxiliary
evices or not. In stereoscopic displays, the viewer sees a
-D image by the aid of some devices, e.g., polarized or
ime-multiplexing glasses. On the other hand, in the case of
utostereoscopic displays, the viewer can see 3-D images
ithout glasses or other devices. Since autostereoscopic
isplays do not require any auxiliary devices, they are the
referred candidate for future applications such as 3-D TV.3

Recently, the lenticular display has become the represen-
ative technology among the commercially introduced au-
ostereoscopic displays. In lenticular displays, lenticules are
laced on top of a liquid crystal display �LCD� in such a
ay that the different positions of the left and right eyes
rovide different images for each eye such that a 3-D effect
an be obtained. Since multiple-view images should be
tored in the LCD behind the lenticules, the image resolu-
ion of each view is reduced by a factor of the number of
iews.4,5 A slanted lenticular display can reduce the Moiré
atterns and balance the resolution in vertical and horizon-
al directions.5 Figure 1 shows an example of the multiplex-
ng process of a nine-view lenticular display. Each red,
reen, blue �RGB� position of a pixel in the image has its
wn viewpoint for the lenticular display. For example, if
he viewpoint of the red component on a pixel in the mul-
091-3286/2007/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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tiplexed image is three, then only the red color of the pixel
at the same coordinates in the third-view image should be
assigned. If the viewpoint determination formula provides
the wrong view number for each pixel, then the color val-
ues in pixels having misassigned view numbers can lead to
image distortions such as boundary dislocations.6

The main goal of this paper is to propose a simultaneous
multiplexing and view interpolation method based on the
use of a stereo image pair and its depth image for a fast
multiview lenticular display. Before introduction of the pro-
posed method, the paper presents a simple lenticular mis-
alignment correction method that involves compensation of
some correction coefficients to the viewpoint determination
formula. The proposed simultaneous multiplexing and view
Fig. 1 Multiplexing process of a nine-view lenticular display.
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nterpolation method can support floating-point viewpoints
hat are obtained from the corrected viewpoint determina-
ion formula.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we intro-
uce a simple lenticular misalignment correction method
sing the floating-point viewpoint determination formula.
n Sec. 3, we describe a proposed multiplexing and view
nterpolation method for a fast multiview lenticular display
here each subpixel has an integer viewpoint. In Sec. 4, the
roposed multiplexing and view interpolation method is
dopted to subpixels that have floating-point viewpoints
enerated from the corrected viewpoint determination for-
ula. Section 5 presents experimental results, and we con-

lude the paper in Sec. 6.

Alignment Error Correction Using the
Compensation Coefficients

he integer viewpoint determination formula for each pixel
u ,v� in the multiplexed image, which can be used to as-
ign the appropriate color value to the pixel, is described as
ollows:

�u,v� = �� �u + uoff − 3v tan ��mod Nu

Nu
� � Ntot + 0.5� , �1�

here n�u ,v� is the integer viewpoint corresponding to the
ixel �u ,v� in the multiplexed image; Nu is the number of
iews per lens measured along a single row of the LCD;
tot is the total number of views; � is the angle between
ertical lines of the LCD and lenticule; �x� is the largest
nteger value less than or equal to x; and the parameter uoff
s the offset of an arbitrary horizontal shift of the lenticular
ens array with respect to the LCD.5

Equation �1� can be rewritten to reduce the computation
urden as follows:

�u,v� = �au − bv + c�mod Ntot, �2�

here a=Ntot /Nu, b=3Ntot /Nu tan � and c=Ntot /Nuxoff, all
f which can be precomputed, and x mod y means “
modulo y.” In general nine-view lenticular displays, the

enticule is aligned as depicted in Fig. 2�a�. In this case,
=2 and b=1. However, if the lenticule is misaligned in

Fig. 2 Alignment of the lenticule: �a� in an i
erms of translation and rotation, the original viewpoint de-
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termination formula cannot assign the correct viewpoint to
the subpixels.

These lenticular misalignment errors can be reduced by
adding correction terms to Eq. �2�. Equation �2� then
becomes

nc�u,v� = ��a + acor�u − �b + bcor�v + c + ccor�

− � �a + acor�u − �b + bcor�v + c + ccor

Ntot
� � Ntot, �3�

where acor, bcor, and ccor are the floating-point coefficients
for correction of the lenticular alignment error.

Let p and q be the lenticular pitch and horizontal shift of
a lenticule between successive rows, respectively, and ep
and eq errors of p and q, respectively. In general nine-view
lenticular displays, p=4.5 and q=0.5. In addition, let Nccv
and Ncch be the number of color changes along the horizon-
tal and vertical directions, respectively, when we assign R
=255 to the zeroth, third, and sixth views, G=255 to the
first, fourth, and seventh views, B=255 to the second, fifth,
and eighth views, and all the others set to zero. �ep� and �eq�
can then be calculated as follows:6

�ep� �
p2Ncch

3NtotNw
,

�eq� �
pNccv

NtotNH
, �4�

where NH and Nw are the vertical and horizontal resolution
of the LCD panel, respectively. The corrected coefficients
a�=a+acor and b�=b+bcor can then be acquired by the fol-
lowing simple calculations:

a� = a + acor =
Ntot

p + ep
, �5�

b� = b + bcor =
q + eq . �6�

se; and �b� with rotational alignment error.6
deal ca
q
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The Proposed Intermediate View and
Multiplexing Algorithm for a Lenticular Display

.1 Overall Procedure of the Method
n this paper, we assume the lenticular display has nine
orizontal viewing regions �Ntot=9�. The proposed algo-
ithm uses the left-most and right-most view images and
epth information generated from computer graphics, or
tereo images of which depth information is computed from
he stereo images or acquired from particular devices. Sev-
ral intermediate-view images are generated from the left-
ost and right-most view images by use of the view inter-

olation method.7 The correspondences of the stereo image
airs are assumed to be on the scanline. The size of each
iew image is one-third for the vertical line and one-third
or the horizontal line of the multiplexed image, where the
ultiplexed image has the same resolution as the LCD. We

nly deal with one subpixel component among the R, G,
nd B components, since the other two components can be
rocessed in the same manner.

Figure 3 shows the overall procedure of the proposed
lgorithm. The mapping relation between pixels of the mul-
iview images and the multiplexed image is calculated by
sing the depth information and the viewpoint determina-
ion formula. Color values of the corresponding left-view
nd right-view pixels are sequentially interpolated and
apped to the locations of the multiplexed image. A
ethod to remove holes, which are generated mainly due to

cclusion and the boundary of the image, is also processed
n the scanline.

.2 Simultaneous View and Multiplexing
e assume that each viewing region is ordered from zero,

he left-most viewing region, to eight, the right-most view-
ng region. Let �u ,v� be the multiplexed image coordinates
nd n�u ,v� an integer view point of �u ,v� computed from
q. �2�. Let us define �u ,v � as a multiplexed image pixel
� � n

igh-quality multiview images. To find occurrences of

ptical Engineering 114003-
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that has the viewpoint of n among 3�3 adjacent pixels
centered at �u� ,v��, as shown in Fig. 4, such that

�u�,v�� = �3�x − �n8d�x,y� + 0.5��,3y� , �7�

where �x ,y� are the left-most view image coordinates and
d�x ,y� the disparity value of �x ,y� with a viewpoint of n.

Our purpose is to map the pixel from �x ,y� in the n ’ th
view image to �u ,v� in the multiplexed image without gen-
eration of the view interpolated images. Let In�x ,y� be the
color value of �x ,y� in the n ’ th view image.
I �x− �n /8�d�x ,y� ,y� is then calculated as follows:

Fig. 3 Generation of a multiplexed image from the left-most and
right-most images.
n

n�x −
n

8
d�x,y�,y� = 	8 − n

8
Il�x,y� +

n

8
Ir�x − d�x,y�,y� if�Il�x,y� − Ir�x − d�x,y�,y�� � thresh

Il�x,y� otherwise

 , �8�
here Il and Ir are the left-most and right-most view im-
ges, respectively. Finally, In�x− �n /8�d�x ,y� ,y� is mapped
o I�u� ,v��n, which denotes the color value of the multi-
lexed image pixel that has the viewpoint of n among 3
3 adjacent pixels centered at �u� ,v��.

.3 Hole Filling
oles are usually generated near object boundaries, whose

djacent pixels have disparity differences. It is well known
hat handling of holes is an important process for obtaining

8,9
holes, we define the difference between the distances from
the left-most view image to the n ’ th view image of �x
−1,y� and �x ,y� as follows:

Dn�x,y� = �n8d�x − 1,y� + 0.5� − �n8d�x,y� + 0.5� . �9�

If Dn�x ,y� is negative, the disparity value of the previ-
ous pixel is shorter than that of the current pixel, thereby
overlapping the pixels. The position mapped from the pre-
vious pixel is replaced by the current pixel. Otherwise, if

Dn�x ,y� is positive, we can predict that holes can occur at
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pixels from �x− �n /8d�x−1,y�+0.5� ,y� to �x− �n /8d�x ,y�
+0.5� ,y� in the n ’ th view image. The length of the hole in
the n ’ th view image becomes Dn�x ,y�. To remove the
holes in the n ’ th view image, we assume that the pixels
from �x−Dn�x ,y� ,y� to �x−1,y� in the left-most view im-
age have the same disparity value of d�x ,y�. We then rep-
erform the simultaneous view interpolation and multiplex-
ing method described in Sec. 3.2 to the pixels from �x
−Dn�x ,y� ,y� to �x−1,y� in the left-most view image for
filling the holes in the n ’ th view image. In this case, the
holes are filled according to the following formula:

�i� If �Il�x ,y�− Ir�x−d�x ,y� ,y��� thresh �from Eq.
�8��
In�x − �n8d�x,y� + 0.5� − k,y� = Ir�x − d�x,y� − k,y�, 1 � k � Dn�x,y� , �10�

�ii� If �Il�x ,y�− Ir�x−d�x ,y� ,y��� thresh

	In�x − �n8d�x,y� + 0.5� − k,y� = Ir�x − d�x,y� − k,y� if�Ir�x − d�x,y� − k,y� − Ir�x − d�x,y�,y�� � thresh

In�x − �n8d�x,y� + 0.5� − k,y� = Il�x,y� otherwise. 
 �11�
inally, In�x− �n /8d�x ,y�+0.5�−k ,y� is mapped to
�uh� ,vh��n, where �uh� ,vh�� is defined as follows:

uh�,vh�� = �3�x − �n8d�x,y� + 0.5� − k�,3y� . �12�

.4 Subpixel Interpolation
he purpose of interpolation is to reduce degradation of
-D image quality caused by discord between the pixel po-
itions of the multiview images and the multiplexed image.
f the corresponding point is not located in the correct po-
ition in the multiplexed image, it can be a major source of
mage distortion and degradation. Therefore, we reduce the
nconsistency of pixel values in the n ’ th view image by
pplying an interpolation method. Figure 5 illustrates the
eneral concept of the subpixel interpolation process.

The Proposed Floating-Point View
Interpolation and Multiplexing Method

s described in Sec. 2, the lenticular misalignment error
an be corrected by adding the correction coefficients to the
iewpoint determination formula. However, if the formula
s applied to the LCD subpixels, then each subpixel will not
ave an integer view number but rather a floating-point
to the nearest integer value, then the simultaneous view
interpolation and multiplexing algorithm described in Sec.
3 can be directly applied. In this case, however, a slanted
line pattern is generated in the 3-D lenticular image due to
the abrupt change of viewpoints between the neighboring
subpixels. Figure 6 is a picture of a lenticular image when
the green subpixels of the rounded-off fourth-view image
ig. 4 An example of mapping from �x ,y� to �u ,v� for the integer
iewpoint.
Fig. 5 General concept of the subpixel interpolation process.
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ere set to 255 and the others were set to zero. The image
hows a slanted line pattern artifact. To remove the artifact
nd assign more accurate pixel values to the multiplexed
mage, the simultaneous view interpolation and multiplex-
ng algorithm described in Sec. 3 are modified to assign
orrect pixel values to the subpixels that have floating-point
iewpoints, as shown in Fig. 7. The floating-point view
nterpolation and multiplexing method is comprised of two
teps, integer approximation and refinement, as follows.

• Integer approximattion step: Let nc�u ,v� be the cor-
rected viewpoint of �u ,v� computed from Eq. �3� and
define �u� ,v��nc

as the multiplexed image pixel that
has the viewpoint of nc such that �nc−n��0.5, among
3�3 adjacent pixels centered at �u� ,v��, as shown in
Fig. 8, such that

�u�,v��  �3�x − �n + 0.5

9
d�x,y� + 0.5��,3y� . �13�

First, �x ,y� in the left-most view image is mapped to
�u� ,v��nc

. However, there are some errors such that
n�nc and the actual mapping location of �x ,y� may
not be equal to �u� ,v��nc

, i.e.,

ig. 6 Occurrence of slanted line pattern artifact due to application
f Eq. �3� and integer view mapping.
Fig. 7 Conversion from integer to floating-point viewpoint.

ptical Engineering 114003-
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�u�,v��nc
� �3�x −

n + 0.5

9
d�x,y��,3y� . �14�

• Refinement step: In order to correct the above errors,
we estimate the pixel point of �xnc

,y�, which is the
correct mapping position when assuming d�x ,y�
=d�xnc

,y�, as follows:

xnc
=

unc
�

3
+

nc

9
d�x,y� , �15�

where unc
� is the u-coordinate value of �u� ,v��nc

.

However, the actual d�xnc
,y� may not be equal to d�x ,y�.

If �d�x ,y�−d�xnc
,y���1, the corresponding point of

�u� ,v��nc
should then be adjusted to �x̃nc

,y� with the as-
sumption of linear interpolation of the disparity between
d�x ,y� and d�xnc

,y�, which satisfies the following two
equations:

d�x̃nc
,y� =

�x̃nc
− x�d�xnc

,y� + �xnc
− x̃nc

�d�x,y�

xnc
− x

, �16�

xnc
−

nc

9
d�x̃nc

,y� =
unc
�

3
. �17�

From Eqs. �16� and �17�, x̃nc
can be derived as follows:

xnc
= x +

unc
�

3
− x +

nc

9
d�x,y�

�1 −
nc

9�xnc
− x�

�d�xnc
,y� − d�x,y��� . �18�

Otherwise, if �d�x ,y�−d�xnc
,y���1, we assume d�xnc

,y�
=d�x̃nc

,y� and estimate x̃nc
as follows:

xnc
=

unc
�

3
+

nc

9
d�xnc

,y� . �19�

Let Inc
�x ,y� be the color value of �x ,y� in the nc ’ th

˜ ˜

Fig. 8 An example of mapping from �x ,y� to �u ,v� for the floating-
point viewpoint.
view image. Inc
�xnc

− �nc /9�d�xnc
,y� ,y� is then
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apped to I�u� ,v��n, which denotes the intensity
f the multiplexed image pixel that has the viewpoint
he resolution of the display system.
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of nc such that �nc−n��0.5, among 3�3
adjacent pixels centered at �u� ,v��. If �d�x ,y�−d�xnc

,y��
�1, then Inc

�x̃nc
− �nc /9�d�x̃nc

,y� ,y� is calculated as
follows:
nc
�x̃nc

−
nc

9
d�x̃nc

,y�,y� = 	9 − nc

9
Il�x̃nc

,y� +
nc

9
Ir�x̃nc

− d�x̃nc
,y�,y� if�Il�x̃nc

,y� − Ir�x̃nc
− d�x̃nc

,y�,y�� � thresh

Il�x̃nc
,y� otherwise.


 �20�
Otherwise, if �d�x ,y�−d�xnc
,y���1, I�u� ,v��n is deter-

ined in accordance with the prediction of overlaps or
oles between d�x ,y� and d�xnc

,y� as follows:

�i� If �d�x ,y�−d�xnc
,y��−1 and x�xnc

� or �d�x ,y�
−d�xnc

,y��1 and x�xnc
�, then overlaps can oc-

cur in the region. In this case, I�u� ,v��n is mapped
using Eq. �20�.

�ii� If �d�x ,y�−d�xnc
,y��1 and x�xnc

� or �d�x ,y�
−d�xnc

,y��−1 and x�xnc
�, then holes can occur

in the region. If d�x ,y�−d�xnc
,y��1 and x�xnc

,
Ir�x̃nc

−d�xnc
,y� ,y� is mapped to I�u� ,v��n. Other-

wise, if d�x ,y�−d�xnc
,y��−1 and x�xnc

and
�d�x̃nc

,y�−d�xnc
,y���1, then the assigned pixel

value I�u� ,v��n in the multiplexed image is calcu-
lated from Eq. �20�.

Also, holes can occur when

n�x,y� =
n + 0.5

9
d�x − 1,y� −

n + 0.5

9
d�x,y� �21�

s positive. In this case, the holes can be filled in the same
anner as described in Sec. 3.3 by replacing the reperform-

ng process with the method in Sec. 4.

Experimental Results

he proposed method was applied to stereo video se-
uences with depth information generated by computer
raphics. The display device was a nine-view lenticular dis-
lay system manufactured by Samsung SDI. A PC having
entium-IV 2.6 GHz and 1 GB RAM was used in the ex-
eriment. We implemented the proposed algorithm using
/C++ and generated the test sequences by computer

raphics based on OpenGL graphics API.10,11 Figure 9
hows four selected images from the test sequence. In the
xperiments, the viewpoint of a pixel was determined by
q. �2� for the original case and Eq. �3� for the corrected
ase, and the lenticular parameters were calculated using
qs. �5� and �6�, whose values were a=1.999 and b=1.02.
e set c=11 520 and thresh=15. The resolution of the
ultiplexed image is 1280�1024, which corresponds to
Figure 10�a� is a picture of a test lenticular image gen-
erated from the integer viewpoint determination formula.2

As shown in the circled regions, the object boundaries are
dislocated due to incorrect assignment of viewpoints for
each subpixel by using the integer viewpoint determination
formula, in which lenticular misalignment errors were not
corrected. In Fig. 10�b�, the image was generated from the
corrected viewpoint determination formula with an integer
viewpoint that was rounded off from the floating-point
viewpoints. In the picture, the dislocations are considerably
reduced and the slanted line pattern artifact is clearly ob-
served. Finally, in Fig. 10�c�, the image was generated from
the corrected viewpoint determination formula with the
floating-point viewpoint. In the image, the dislocations are
considerably reduced and the slanted line pattern artifact
has been removed.

Finally, we verified that the simplified version of the
proposed algorithm is suitable for implementation in a 3-D
graphics processor for fast generation of lenticular
images.12

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a simple correction method of a
viewpoint determination formula for lenticular misalign-

Fig. 9 Selected left-most images of the test sequence from

OpenGL API.
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ent correction and a simultaneous floating-point view in-
erpolation and multiplexing method for lenticular displays.
he simultaneous view interpolation and multiplexing al-
orithm uses the left-most and right-most view images and
heir depth information. In the proposed method, each pixel
as a floating-point viewpoint from the corrected viewpoint
etermination formula. We observed boundary dislocations
rom the integer viewpoint determination formula and
lanted line pattern artifacts from the corrected viewpoint
etermination formula with the integer viewpoint, and
ound that both dislocations and artifacts are dramatically
educed by applying the corrected viewpoint determination
ormula with the floating-point viewpoint.

Since the proposed algorithm is simple and only uses
mall memory, the algorithm could be implemented in a
-D graphics processor for real-time image generation for a
enticular display. We expect that the algorithm can be
dopted for the development of 3-D graphics or content on
enticular devices.
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